Welcome to the latest edition of the WIDE+ newsletter in which we keep you up-to-date with the latest WIDE+ developments. Have an idea or would like to feedback on this newsletter? Email us at: info@wide-network.org

Open Encounter on “Feminism to change course”, 22 August 2019 in Irun, Spain, in the context of the G7 counter-summit WIDE+ was invited by Adéquations to join an open encounter in Irun (Basque Country) on 22 August of this year that was facilitated by a feminist partnership led by Adéquations, ATTAC’s gender group, Réseau féministe Ruptures and ActionAid together with Basque, Spanish and French feminist associations. Rosabel Agirregomezkorta represented WIDE+ and reports.

Webinar Recording Available: “A Feminist view on projects to integrate migrant and refugee Women in European Economies”.

The Webinar: “Does the digital economy promote women’s rights? Unpacking the myths!” was held Wednesday 18 September, 2019 and the presentations and audio can be viewed now: https://youtu.be/9kpUuVuZKMs

WIDE+ in collaboration with others has sent a critical letter to commissioner Malmström, about the conference “Trade for Her” on 30 September 2019: Read More
Does the digital economy promote women's rights? Unpacking the myths!